
  

  

  



 



  



 



 



 



 



 



 



 

  

Hunt ID: NV-MDeerLionSheepElkAntelopeTurkey-All-Fallon-NO-Rob  

Welcome To Nevada!  

This outfitter has guided and DIY hunts plus pack trip drop camps. This is the only 

outfitter I know of that will bridge the gap between guided and DIY by having a scouting 

trip with you prior to your DIY Hunt!  

Our Outfitter is located between Fallon and Austin, right in the heart of big game country. The 

area is composed of a wide variety of terrain from rim rock mountaintops to sagebrush-covered 

flats. With the desire to introduce young people to the outdoors and the willingness to tailor trips 

to meet our client's individual needs. Time and clientele has built him a reliable and reputable 

business. He has everything you are looking for, from trophy animals to great accommodations.   

Everything You Need!   

This Outfitter provides a "Quality" service. He is designed to accommodate the hunter with 

lodging, meals, and field transportation, which include: horseback riding, all terrain vehicles, 

4wheel drive vehicles, and or backpacking. Transportation depends on the hunter, current 

  



weather, and terrain. He look forward to providing you with personalized service, highly 

knowledgeable and experienced guides, and the "very best" equipment available to make your 

hunt with us a memorable hunt of a lifetime. He takes great pride in being able to provide our 

hunters with a hunt they will not soon forget.   

Many Hunts to Choose From!   

Our services include guided Mule Deer, Elk, Antelope, Nelson Bighorn, Rocky Mountain  

Bighorn, California Bighorn Sheep, Mountain Lions, Predators, Turkey, Goose, and Duck 

Hunts....plus Fishing. We are licensed and insured to hunt all of Nevada; we also hold various 

permits for the Sheldon National Wildlife Refuge, BLM, and Forest Service. With permission to 

hunt various private properties we can offer just that much more to our clients.   

If you don't see the type of hunt that you or your group are looking for, we can custom tailor a 

hunt for you or your group. Although we don't guarantee a kill, our hunts are strictly fair chase.... 

the "real thing". Above all, go on a hunt with a positive attitude, with the outlook that you are 

going to have a great time, meet some new friends, see some awesome country, and experience a 

quality hunt.   

Sheep in Nevada are typically a once in a lifetime tag, although there are the lucky ones who 

draw again. With having some of the best sub-guides in the state who share the same hard 

working ethics and knowledge of big game your satisfaction is our goal.   

  

  

While on your hunt, pack trip or ATV ride you will see some of the most spectacular scenery in 

Nevada, so prepare for a trip of a lifetime.   

Hunt  Hunters x Guides   Price   

Mountain Lion   Guaranteed Tom - 1x1   $6500.00   

Mountain Lion  6 Day Hunt - 1x1  $2500.00 - Hunt Price+$1500.00 - Kill Fee   

2nd Mountain Lion    $1900.00   

(Bobcat)  

Nevada Residents Only  3 Day Hunt - 1x1  $1800.00  

  

Desert Bighorn Sheep   7 Day Hunt - 1x1   $6200.00   

Desert Bighorn Sheep   5 Day Hunt - 1x2   $4800.00   

California Bighorn Sheep   7 Day Hunt - 1x1   $5400.00   



Rocky Mtn. Bighorn Sheep  7 Day Hunt - 1x1   $5400.00   

Bull Elk   7 Day Hunt - 1x1   $5600.00   

Bull Elk   5 Day Hunt - 1x2   $4400.00   

Cow Elk   4 Day Hunt - 1x1   $2200.00   

Mule Deer (Rifle)   5 Day Hunt - 1x1   $3900.00   

Mule Deer (Rifle)   5 Day Hunt - 2x1   $3400.00   

Mule Deer (Archery)  7 Day Hunt - 1x1   $3900.00   

Antelope   5 Day Hunt - 1x1   $2900.00   

Antelope   5 Day Hunt - 2x1   $2300.00   

Turkey Hunts  5 Day Hunt - 1x1   $1900.00   

Turkey Hunts  3 Day Hunt - 1x1   $1100.00   

** The above hunts are all-inclusive, with no trophy fees or hidden costs. Additional persons 

(non-hunters) may accompany you on your hunt for a rate of $150.00 per day, per person.   

Upland Game Birds (Stamp Required)   1 Day Hunt   $400.00 per person/per day   

  

Predator & Varmint Hunts   1 Day Hunt   $400.00 per person/per day   

Duck & Goose Hunts (Stamp Required)   1 Day Hunt   $400.00 per person/per day   

Pack Trips     $400.00 per person/per day   

Drop Camps     

$950.00 - $2600.00 per person/per day   

Summer Trips 3 Days, 2 Nights   $1250.00 per person/per day   

** The above Day hunts include lunch, field transportation and all field gear (decoys, calls, 

boats, dogs etc..)   

** All hunts will be booked with a 50% deposit (non-refundable) and the remaining 50% will be 

due 30 days prior to your arrival in camp.   

** Additional hunting days are $700.00 per day.   

** Additional guides are available at $200.00 per day.   



** Flights are scheduled daily into Reno, Las Vegas, Ely and Elko. We can make arrangements 

to pick-up and return our guests to the airport if necessary, but let us know your travel plans 30 

days prior to your arrival. Because of the time involved, and distance we must charge a $175.00 

fee each way to the airport. Anyone flying or not, should expect to come into camp the day 

before and depart from camp up to one day after the hunt.   

  

Provided By Outfitter: Meals, lodging, field transportation, trophy care, and 

packing out of your game.   

  

Not Provided By Outfitters: Tags, license fees, firearm, ammo., personal items, sleeping bag, 

meat processing, and alcohol.   

  

** Recommend For Taxidermist **  

We have two taxidermists that we work with exclusively, this means a quicker return time on your 

trophy, and the quality you expect.   

  

  

Wilderness Hunts   

   

  

We offer some of the best wilderness hunting in Nevada. During the hunt you can find Elk, 

Mountain Lions, Sheep and Mule Deer roaming the landscape.   

We offer specialized wilderness pack trips by horseback; specifically in the Alta Toquima (Mt. 

Jefferson), Arc Dome, Table Mountain, and the Santa Rosa's. These are Wilderness areas in 

Nevada hunt units 171-173, 161-164 and 051.   

We offer Outfitted and Non-outfitted drop camps. All of our drop camps are located in the back 

country, best accessed by horseback. These are camps located in excellent Elk, Deer and Sheep 

country. The terrain located around our camps is rugged, requiring hunters to be in excellent 

condition.   

Our Non-outfitted drop camps include: 1 riding horse and 1 pack horse per person with a 150 lb 

max for your gear. We will check in via phone every 3 days and all game will be packed out to 

your vehicle.   



Our Outfitted drop camps include: tent, wood stove, firewood readily available, cookware and 

utensils, cots, lanterns, propane cook stoves and propane, cooking and dining tables. Each camp 

is checked every 3 days via phone, and all game will be packed out to your vehicle.   

  

We offer 3 different Non-Guided Drop Camps:   

Drop Camp Option 1  

1 riding horse 1 pack horse per person  

Your gear 150 lbs max each  

2 person minimum  

In/out $950 per person  

** Not included: food, tag, license, weapon, personal gear, and sleeping bag.  

* Extra pack horse needed...$125 each   

  

  

Drop Camp Option 2    

1 riding horse 1 pack horse per person  

Our gear  

3 person minimum  

In/out $1450 per person  

** Not included: food, tag, license, weapon, personal gear and sleeping bag.  

* Extra pack horse needed $125 each   

  

Drop Camp Option 3  

1 riding horse 1 pack horse per person  

Our gear  

3 person minimum  

7 days 6 nights in/out $2600 each person  

*** Included is a cook for you and a wrangler for the horses  

*** Food and drinks (water, Gatorade)  

** Not included: tag, license, weapon, personal gear, and sleeping bag.  

* Extra pack horse needed $125 each   

We have been in business since 1999 and hold permits to conduct business on public land through 

the Forest Service - Austin/Tonopah Districts, Santa Rosa District as well as the Sheldon National 

Wildlife Refuge, BLM statewide. Licensed with the Nevada Department of Wildlife and insured.   

Bighorn Sheep Hunting   

Nevada's Bighorn sheep are the most sot after tag in the state and country. With having 3 

different species (Desert, California and Rocky Mountain) Nevada has a lot to offer. With tags 

being regulated we are able to produce some amazing sheep. We at Nevada Outfitters are 

committed to our client's satisfaction, with a 100% success rate and our Desert average being 

162 4/8 and our California being 157 Boone and Crocket.   



Nevada is a draw state; all Bighorn sheep tags are distributed this way, with the exception of the 

3 Heritage tags that are auctioned to the highest bidder. If you would like to bid on these tags we 

can make all the necessary arrangements. The successful bidder may hunt statewide and two 

months earlier, with the monies going into the Heritage Trust Account it is then used for projects 

that will benefit the game species and all sportsmen.   

Elk Hunting   

Elk is one of Nevada’s coveted tags, and with the herds increasing, conditions are at an all time 

high. You will want to have one of Nevada Outfitters’ experienced guides to assist you on your 

hunt.   

Year after year, the state of Nevada produces some of the finest bulls in the world. Our guides 

are experienced and spend many hours scouting high and low for these rare, trophy bull elk.   

Mountain Lion Hunting   

Nevada Outfitters also offers predator hunts. We believe in keeping the predator population 

down so that our game population will rise. In the past few years, the mountain lions have 

become a huge problem bringing down the herd sizes. The biggest problem we have seen is in 

the mule deer, which is what they seem to prey on the most. This makes it difficult to harvest 

trophy muley’s because there are so few of them. If this problem continues there will be no such 

thing as a 200 B&C mule deer, So we make it our mission to control the predator.   

  

We also offer hunts for coyote, ground squirrels, and all other varmint.   

  

Mule Deer Hunting   

While trophy mule deer numbers have been off a bit lately, Nevada still has some of the biggest 

bucks in the West. Limited tags and limited hunters have allowed some of our hunting areas to 

grow old, big bucks.   

 Summer Trips   

 Come and enjoy the breathtaking beauty of the Nevada Wilderness. You will enjoy the beauty 

by horse back as we make our way up the mountains to our home away from home.   

Once we arrive you can look forward to a very relaxed atmosphere. You can spend your day 

hiking, fishing in one of the upper beaver ponds or streams, horse back riding or just relaxing 

under the quaking Aspen trees while watching the wildlife make there way across the mountain.  



Don't forget to bring the camera along to capture the beauty that the Nevada Wilderness has to 

offer.   

At day’s end enjoy a great Dutch oven dinner with all the fixings or the trout you may have 

caught earlier that day.   

After dinner we will sit around the campfire and tell stories, listen to the bull elk bugle, and 

enjoy the stars above and let Mother Nature bring your day to an end with peace and tranquility.   

After a peaceful sleep, you will wake up to the smells of fresh brewed coffee and fried bacon. 

After breakfast we start the adventure again.   

  

*** Summer Special ***   

April 20th - July 10th  

Pack trip, fishing and photo safari getaway  

3 days 2 nights  

$1250 each person  

4 person minimum   

     

The 2009 hunting season will be coming upon us very quickly, for all of our non-resident 

clients/friends out there the Guided Non-Resident Mule Deer Draw begins in January so we will 

need all of your information by the 1st of the year 2009.   

Now Booking:  

• Year-Round Coyote Hunts (Resident & Non-resident)   

• Winter 2009 Lion Hunts - January - April.  

  

Non-resident Hunt License is $142.00 and Non-resident Mountain Lion Tag is $104.00.   

Applications for tags in Nevada will be out in mid-March.  

Applications are due back by mid-April, 2009.  

Results are out mid-June, 2009. If you have any questions 

or need help, please give us a call.   

  

Sheldon Sage Grouse applications due August 1st, 2009.  

This is open to resident and non-resident hunters.  

Hunt 1: September (Exact Dates Pending) Hunt 

2: September (Exact Dates Pending)   

  



Quail season begins Oct. 11th and ends Feb. 1st!   

Chukar season begins Oct. 11th and ends Feb. 17th!   

Spring Turkey applications are due to NDOW by Feb. 17th. On 

to both resident and non-resident hunters.  

  

Landowner tags available for 2009 (Deer, Elk, & Antelope). 

Give us a call if you need help locating a tag.   

Pre-season Scouting   

  

  

This is for all of our DIY hunters out there. This is something new we are offering this year. We 

have put together a few packages that will help you save time, the expense of scouting a new unit 

or state for our non-residents, as well as the amount of fuel, time and expense you will save. 

Below are what the packages are and what is included in each one.   

  

4 Full Days in the field Scouting $900.00   

• Detailed maps of your hunt unit   

• GPS Coordinates to campsites, trails and springs not shown on the maps   

• Phone List to include: NDOW contacts, Private Landowners in your unit, butchers, 

taxidermists, meat-lockers, stores, motels, and airports.   

• Past 5 years harvest information of your unit   

• Contact information for quad/snowmobile rentals in the area.   

• Contact information for Cabins and Bed & Breakfasts in the area.   

• Game quality in the area   

• Other game in area (chuckar, quail)   

• Fishing spots   

• Habitat and terrain   

• Weather information   

• Migration routes ( if in unit)   

• Moon phases   

• Road closer info and permit info   

7 Full Days in the Field Scouting $1700.00  

This package includes all of the above, PLUS   

• 3 weeks of trail cam pictures with a CD included   

• 24/7 on call consultant who scouted your unit to contact before or while on your hunt 

should any questions arises.  

Imagine you've planned the hunting trip of a lifetime to a northern state, and when you arrive the 

weather is much colder than you expect, and has a much different effect on you than you 



thought. All the will power in the world won't help. If you have the right cold-weather gear, 

you'll be in good shape. But if you're not prepared that trip of a lifetime will have to be cut short.   

There is a definite sense of pride that comes from braving severe elements and coming away 

with a successful hunt. But the challenge of bowhunting increases substantially. First of all, you 

have to stay warm, and secondly, you can't let the cold-weather gear to interfere with a good shot 

when the opportunity arises.   

Anyone can stay comfortable in cold weather with some planning and preparation, paying heed 

to the old advice about dressing in layers. Be aware, however, that walking long distances helps 

the body generate heat as blood flows to the extremities. Wearing all layers while moving may 

very well generate too much heat; taking off some layers and carrying these items in your pack 

until you arrive at your hunting spot may prove wise.   

The First Layer  

Good long underwear is the first layer. Take advantage of advances in fabric technology with the 

warmest long underwear made of polypropylene. (Polypropylene is a type of plastic, but of 

course, when used in clothing, it's modified from its use in water bottles.) Under Armour, 

Patagonia, and other clothing manufacturers use this material in long underwear because it 

provides good insulation and draws moisture away from the skin.   

The Second Layer  

A fleece sweater and woven wool pants comprise a good second layer. The fleece sweater should 

be made of fiber pile to help keep sweat away from your body. Polartec, for example, provides 

good quality fleece sweaters. Wool pants are ideal for very low temperatures or windy conditions.   

The Third Layer  

The third and outermost layer should be camouflage, insulated coveralls. A hood on the coveralls 

provides an important layer of insulation for your head; a good percentage of body heat escapes 

from the head. Consider King of the Mountain's quality coveralls.   

Essential Accessories  

With the torso, arms, and legs properly clothed, you can turn your attention to your feet, hands, 

and head. Gloves and mittens could be a hindrance to accurate shooting if you're unaccustomed 

to them. Mittens with the flip-open fingertips will allow you to have your hands free when taking 

the shot.   

Also essential is a wool hat or balaclava type headwear to keep your ears and nose warm. It's 

possible to stay warm for long periods even on the coldest of days with a proper hat.   

Finally, ensure you have good socks and boots. Boots designed specifically for cold weather that 

feature Thinsulate material are recommended.   



As you prepare for the winter hunting season, don't overlook realistic target practice in the 

summer. All the additional clothing required to stay warm in harsher conditions can affect your 

accuracy. Be sure that the first shot you take with your cold-weather gear on isn't on the hunting 

trip you've been planning for months.   

Hunting in sub-zero temperatures is not for the faint of heart, but with a little preparation, you 

will be able to deal with whatever type of weather you encounter.   

________________________________________  

  

The Challenge of Judging Distance   

Here's a multiple choice pop quiz for you.   

1.  If you dropped a bowling ball and a marble from the same height, which would land 

first?   

1. The bowling ball   

2. The marble   

3. They would land at the same time   

4. It's unpredictable   

2. If you fired a rifle at shoulder height, parallel to the ground, and dropped a bullet from 

shoulder height at the same instant, which would land first?   

  

1. The bullet that you dropped   

2. The bullet that was fired   

3. They would land at the same time   

4. It's unpredictable   

  

You might be surprised that the answer to both questions is "3." The reason that the bowling ball 

and the marble fall at the same rate is because the weight of the object doesn't make an object 

fall faster. Even a feather would fall at the same speed as a bowling ball if it weren't for the air 

resistance. For the second question, the speed at which the fired bullet falls to the ground is 

unaffected by its horizontal speed. The fired bullet and the dropped bullet would fall to the 

ground at the same exact time.   

Understanding these basic truths from physics will help you understand why judging distance is 

so critical in archery. Let's say your bow fires an arrow at 400 feet per second, and your rifle has 

a muzzle velocity of 2,500 feet per second. If you fired both the rifle and the bow horizontally, 

from shoulder height, the arrow and the bullet will land at the same time. However, the bullet 

will have traveled more than six times as far before it hits the ground. If you have a target 50 



yards away, it would take the bullet 0.06 seconds to get to the target, but it would take the arrow 

almost 0.4 seconds to travel that distance. Gravity has more time to affect the arrow, and in this 

example, the arrow would have fallen more than two feet over the course of 50 yards.   

So the whole issue of judging distance arises because the dramatic effect gravity has on an arrow 

(and a bullet over longer distances). Many neophyte bow hunters don't realize how important the 

skill of judging distance is until they experience a heartbreaking miss for themselves. 

Considering the time, money and effort we put in to get the opportunity to go hunting, it only 

makes sense to take some time to learn how to properly judge distance before heading out on the 

hunting trip.   

There are several methods for judging distance, but the secret is that they all require practice.  

One method is to measure the distance to surrounding trees, boulders or other landmarks. 

Sometimes it's beneficial to provide your own landmarks, such as decoys, or mark branches with 

ribbons at certain distances. So if an animal wanders in between your ten yard marker and the 

boulder you know is twenty yards away, you'll be able to accurately determine the distance.   

Subtending is a method that everyone will have to personalize for their own use. It involves 

comparing the size of the animal with something that is readily available for comparison, such as 

the sights on your bow, or your fingers. For example if you use fixed pins for the sights on your 

bow, you can use them to determine distance. If your sight pins are set to 5/8 inch, that will mean 

that the typical-sized white-tail deer will fit perfectly between your sights at twenty yards away. 

At forty yards away, the same deer would appear to be half the size. If you consistently hunt the 

same game, this could be a very good way to quickly determine the distance to the target.   

  

Yet another tactic that is popular among competitive archers is to memorize what a certain 

distance looks like in various conditions, such as ten or twenty yards, and then envision how 

many of those steps would be required to reach the target. For instance, if your distance is ten 

yards, and you know that two steps of that distance will put you two yards beyond the target, you 

know that the target is 18 yards away.   

Whatever method you use to judge distance, it's important that you practice it regularly. There's 

nothing more disappointing than missing the target by inches because you're a few yards off on 

your distance estimate.   

  

Mike Lollar - Owner  

Web = http://www.SportsmansLogistics.com 

eMail = GetBetter@SportsmansLogistics.com 

15596 W. County Rd. 18E 

Loveland, CO 80537 

970-593-0267 

http://www.sportsmanslogistics.com/


We accept 

  Or ask us about our “Hunt Now, Pay Later Program” valid for 

all hunters booking our hunts you just need credit approval. We realize the 

hunt of your dreams will not be a reality because you will never be in better 
physical condition than you are today. Instead of planning the hunt when 

you can afford it, hunt now while you are physically able. This program is a 
must for a hunter filling his bucket list!  

 


